Brand New Dean, Harry Hager is shown above using two phones simultaneously. In contrast to Dean Hager's usually garrulous habits he listened on the telephone for seventeen seconds without uttering a sound. When questioned as to the reason for this lengthy silence the Dean replied, "I was so confused I couldn't talk. Anyhow, Deans are always a little confused, so I guess it's a good sign." A third phone is usable but his third ear was chewed off by the students. He also uses two pens at the same time, writing his first name from left to right and his surname from right to left. This ambidextrousness was picked up operating an elevator. Seen at the left is Tommy Norton getting instructions on how to squeeze into a loaded elevator by Dean Hager. Tommy is wearing the Dean's famous cap.
Fast Operator Replaces Dean

In an amazing match that called City College, Harry Hamper, the instrumental device, the teacher, a student who had been identified as a "fast operator," as the new assistant principal, he finished his turn at the office.

The new arrival was a student, used to handling papers, with a skill comparable to that of a teacher. He revealed himself as a superior assistant, handling the papers with a speed that made him seem like a teacher.

Harry Hamper explained that he had never imagined he would be in such a position, but the need for a fast operator was so great that he decided to take on the job.

He started by organizing the papers and then moved on to handling them with a speed that was remarkable. His ability to handle papers was so good that it made him seem like a teacher.

One of the most popular items on the menu was the "fast operator." Students would line up to get their papers handled by him.

* * *

In the above picture, we see Kitty Kavort busily preparing for the next class. She is shown working at her desk, with a stack of papers in front of her.

Preparing to Speak before the President

Kitty Kavort is preparing to speak before the President. She is shown with a stack of papers in front of her, with a serious expression on her face.

Frightened Guns

Flees to Fellows

One day, while walking downtown, she came upon a group of fellows who were carrying guns. She was frightened and ran away, but the fellows followed her. She eventually reached Fellows, where she was able to escape.

Her story was reported in the newspaper, and she became known as "Frightened Guns."
Girl Grappler Rips Cherry, Overcomes Girdle, Hip Lock

Cherry Shineberg, noted City College wrestler, failed to maintain his perfect record for the season when he lost a wrestling match to the diminutive Hortense "Flying" Mare.

Sunday April 1, The contest, which took place on the mats in Hansen Hall, was won by the girl in two falls out of three.

Although Miss Mare was the visitor, Cherry put up a valiant struggle to keep his record clean. The fall he won was featured by a hip lock and finally a body press. Hortense, who was outweighed by forty pounds, suffered greatly from the effects of this hold and for a while it was doubtful whether she could come out for the next round.

"Flying," under the disadvantage of having to wear a girdle, skirt and stockings, managed to seduce Shineberg into falling prey to the most elementary grips. The girls' bellowing skirts seemed to be baffle Cherry and his curiosity when Hortense's legs were exposed proved to be his downfall.

Miss Mare was on the offensive most of the time but when her blouse ripped and Shineberg gallantly but clumsily tried to make repairs, she flattened him with a single blow. She remained in this state of undress and reduced the piqued champion to a quivering mass of putty.

The officiating was diabolical. Shineberg contended, pointing out that, the referee favored the girl. "The referees points were padded," he remarked.

"Miss Mare's comment on the match was, "I'm glad I won," Cherry said. "I put up a fine fight and he was quite a match for a girl like me. If his mustache hadn't tickled my armpits, I would have passed him after the first rip in my skirt."

Emmy Paste Advises Table Manners

A reader writes: "I have always been puzzled about whether it is correct to eat a meal with the fingers. Could you please clear me up about this matter?"

Dear Reader: Let it be understood here and now that under no circumstances should a meal be eaten with the fingers; the fingers should be eaten naprawdę.

ANSWER: The guests are usually seated at the dinner table in chairs and unless the host is able to eat with the fingers, he wouldn't advise anyone on his right hand.

Mrs. Paste is sorry she cannot answer personal mail, but booklets No. 8761573, "How to Eat of Cigarettes Without," includes all information necessary to make one a local expert. Just ask. We need the money.

'Tiny Ezra' Shocks, Announces New Plan

RKO, (56) Tiny Ezra, will "sometimes--anytime--with a smile" Saturday, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the RKO Roxy to promote the opening of "Wings.""